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The 1st World Emerging Industries Summit (WEIS 2010)

- Changchun city, Jilin Province, China -

The World Emerging Industries Summit is a top-level conference on international cooperation
of the world’s emerging industries. Initiated by the Asia-Pacific CEO Association, a renowned
international economic organization, the summit enjoys robust support worldwide. Sponsors
include political leaders, industrial leaders and government bodies.

The World Emerging Industries Summit is an unprecedented top-level event as world giants
of emerging industry gather together for cooperation and development.

The 2010 World Emerging Industries Summit was co-hosted by APCEO and Jilin Provincial
Government of China.

      To promote information and technology exchange of emerging industries

      To strengthen international economic cooperation within each emerging industry

      To provide global investment opportunities for enterprises

      To reflect on successful development model in different countries and regions

      To explore effective ways of intellectual property rights protection and brand
development

More than 600 participants, from the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Finland, Italy, Spain, Denmark, Switzerland, Portugal, Sweden, Russia, Poland,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, China, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Malaysia,
Singapore, India, the Philippines, Turkey, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Ghana, etc..

Representatives from World Top 500 Companies, Forbes 2000 Companies and more than 150
business leaders from the world emerging industries, more than 100 public figures from all
over the world.

The development of emerging industries will unfold a new round of global industrial
revolution and global industry and technology transfer. Led by developed countries,
emerging industries will be the focus of global industrial restructuring and industry and
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technology transfer, setting fresh agendas for global economic cooperation, international trade
and investment.

Emerging industries came into being with the invention and application of new technologies
in different countries. They take shape through either the industrialization of new
technologies or upgrading traditional industries. At the current stage, emerging industries
centre on :

New energy

New materials

Energy conservation and environmental protection

Electronic automobiles

Biomedicine

Information networks

High-end Manufacturing

Mordern Service Industry


